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QuickBird Studios
iOS Developer Aug 2020 Quickbird is a company that produces mobile and web solutions for the medical industry. As an iOS
Developer, I am responsible for understanding the problem, requirements, and building an app that makes
the customer happy. I also write tests with high coverage since the medical industry can not accept even a
small mistake. Therefore, we review every piece of code in code review.
Key Accomplishments
- Design the architecture of the app, develop, and fix bugs. Deliver a reliable version via Testflight.
- Review merge requests, make sure they work well with their tests and make sure it does not break to
anywhere.

Martı
iOS Developer Oct 2019 - Jun 2020
Martı is a startup company that provides sharing electricity scooters, which was built in March 2018 in
Turkey. I created a useful fancy module for the iOS team. The module had a base framework that covers the
base UI, managers(network, location, camera, e.g.), common extensions, and utilities. We, as a team, built 5
different apps from the module. I also integrated some parts from the module to the MARTI app, the main
customer app, which has thousands of users in a day. I was responsible for maintaining, fix bugs, refactor,
add new features without creating any problem for the current users. The users can see the scooters on the
map, rent, reserve, and pay the riding price via a credit card on the MARTI app.
Projects

SKILLS AND TOOLS
Turkish - Native
English - Professional Proficiency

- MARTI

Advanced skills in

Ericsson

VIPER, Clean Swift, RxSwift, Alamofire,

iOS Developer May 2019 - Oct 2019

Swift, SwiftUI, Foundation, UIKit, MVVM,
SnapKit, Moya, Fastlane, Git, Git Flow,
Xcode, SourceTree, Firebase, OneSignal for

I worked as an outsourced employee for Turkcell, the biggest telecommunication company focusing on

development

Turkey's digital ecosystem. I was a part of the YaaniMail project that is the first email client in Turkey, can be

Kanban, Scrum, Jira, Trello for project

used in Android, iOS, and Web. While developing the app with love, I communicated with the analyzer,

management

designer, back-end developer, tester, and project manager. The team was well structured and run with

Familiar with Javascript, TypeScript, NodeJS,

Scrum by the Scrum Master.

NestJS, MongoDB, Visual Studio Code

Projects
- YaaniMail

E D U C AT I O N

iGones Labs
iOS Developer Febr 2017 - May 2019

Beykent University of Engineering
Grad from Software Engineering in 2018

iGones was a small company where you can take more responsibility, which is fantastic for junior me. I
worked on different kinds of projects. The popular ones were TRT World and Kuveyt Türk.
TRT World is Turkey’s largest media company and one of the largest public broadcasters in the world. The
TRT World app I worked on has news with photos and videos, articles, and live broadcast.
Kuveyt Türk is one of the biggest banks that focuses on digital more than others in Turkey. Its mobile app is
well structured written in VIPER architecture. I developed some features such as applying for traffic
insurance, applying for limitless IMM, and some I honestly don’t remember.
Projects
- TRT World
- Kuveyt Türk

Nomad Commerce
Android Developer May 2016 - Febr 2017
I worked for Akbank, which is another big bank in Turkey - guess I love banks. I was a part-time employee
who was a student at the same time. Since not experienced at all, I developed small features and fixed bugs.
Projects
- Akbank
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